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1)1) STRONG RF FOCUSING IN STORAGE RINGSSTRONG RF FOCUSING IN STORAGE RINGS
(Gallo & al. DAFNE TECH.NOTE G60(2003), Biscari PRST AB 8,2005)(Gallo & al. DAFNE TECH.NOTE G60(2003), Biscari PRST AB 8,2005)
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Under these conditions and at zero current the energy spread of Under these conditions and at zero current the energy spread of the bunch is the bunch is 
constant but constant but bunch length changes along the ring (bunch length modulation)bunch length changes along the ring (bunch length modulation)

The bunch length modulation can be achieved with different lattices
(R1 monotonic along the ring or not, obtaining different results.)
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It is a way to obtain short bunches at a given position in storaIt is a way to obtain short bunches at a given position in storage ringsge rings
It can be reached by a lattice with large dispersion in dipoles It can be reached by a lattice with large dispersion in dipoles and high rf and high rf 

gradientgradient



1.1) BUNCH LENGTH MODULATION EXPERIMENT IN DAFNE1.1)1.1) BUNCH LENGTH MODULATION EXPERIMENT IN DAFNEBUNCH LENGTH MODULATION EXPERIMENT IN DAFNE

In DAFNE a BLM experiment is realizable installing one In DAFNE a BLM experiment is realizable installing one additionaladditional SC RF cavity in theSC RF cavity in the
IP2 region. Three cases have been studied: IP2 region. Three cases have been studied: 

A: A: R1 R1 monotonicmonotonic; ; 
B and C: B and C: R1 R1 nonnon--monotonicmonotonic

SC RF 
cavity

position

1.3 1.3 GHzGHzSC RF SC RF frequencyfrequency

up up toto 9 MV9 MVSC RF SC RF voltagevoltage
((TESLATESLA--likelike cavity)cavity)

HarmonicHarmonic numbernumber

MomentumMomentum
compactioncompaction
factorfactor

lengthlength
EnergyEnergy

423423

0.073(A)0.073(A)
0.02(B)0.02(B)
0.004(C)0.004(C)

97.69 m97.69 m
510 510 MeVMeV

(Biscari & al. PAC 2005)((BiscariBiscari & & al.al. PAC 2005)PAC 2005)

DAFNE 
LAYOUT

Parameters of 
the BLM 
lattices in 
DAFNE

IP2
IP1

9 MV RF 
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2)2) SPIDER CODE (1/3) SPIDER CODE (1/3) 
The The effectseffects of the of the wakewake fieldsfields and CSR in case of BLM have been studied and CSR in case of BLM have been studied 
byby dedicateddedicated simulationsimulation code SPIDER (code SPIDER (SimulationSimulation Program Program forfor
ImpedancesImpedances DistributedDistributed alongalong Electron Electron RingsRings)  C. In the code)  C. In the code
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a)a) The The machinemachine is is divideddivided intointo anan arbitraryarbitrary numbernumber of of 
longitudinallongitudinal driftdrift spacesspaces betweenbetween RF RF cavitiescavities

b)b) ImpedancesImpedances are are localizedlocalized in in eacheach sectionsection



c)c) The The bunchbunch is is describeddescribed byby N N macroparticlesmacroparticles (N(N =           =           ));;
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SPIDER CODE  (2/3)SPIDER CODE  (2/3)

0EE −=ε z: displacement from the synchronous particle
of of eacheach macroparticlemacroparticle are are calculatedcalculated under the under the effecteffect of the of the incoherentincoherent and and coherentcoherent
synchrotronsynchrotron radiationradiation and the pipe and the pipe wakefieldwakefield;;

Energy loss due to cavity wake))(( 2szVcav
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ForFor eacheach turn and turn and forfor eacheach sectionsection ((driftdrift space or RF cavity) the space or RF cavity) the longitudinallongitudinal phasephase
space space coordinatescoordinates:               :               

andand



SPIDER CODE (3/3)SPIDER CODE (3/3)
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2.1)2.1) BEAM PIPE WAKE FIELD MODELBEAM PIPE WAKE FIELD MODEL

The The wakewake functionfunction of DAFNEof DAFNE hashas been been calculatedcalculated byby numericalnumerical codescodes asas
the the wakewake potentialpotential of a 2.5 mm of a 2.5 mm gaussiangaussian bunchbunch ((ZobovZobov & al.,LNF& al.,LNF--95/041,199595/041,1995))
SinceSince in the case of BLM the in the case of BLM the bunchbunch lengthlength is is comparablecomparable withwith 2.5 mm, the 2.5 mm, the 
wakewake functionfunction of of eacheach sectionsection hashas been  been  approximatedapproximated byby anan RLCRLC
equivalentequivalent model. The R,L,C model. The R,L,C parametersparameters have been have been foundfound byby fittingfitting the the 
wakewake potentialpotential of the 2.5 mm of the 2.5 mm bunchbunch. . 



2.2)2.2) CSR WAKE FIELD MODEL (1/2)CSR WAKE FIELD MODEL (1/2)
⇒⇒ therethere are are ddifferentifferent modelsmodels forfor the CSR the CSR wakewake;;
⇒⇒ eacheach model model needsneeds the the derivative of the derivative of the distributiondistribution: the : the numericalnumerical
derivative is derivative is obtainedobtained withwith a a SAVITZKYSAVITZKY--GOLAY GOLAY filterfilter..
ToTo set the set the parametersparameters withoutwithout introducingintroducing unrealunreal microbunchingmicrobunching, , teststests
suggestedsuggested in in ((BorlandBorland,PRST AB, 2001),PRST AB, 2001) werewere mademade..

2mm,1nC gaussian bunch

The code The code includesincludes::
--Steady state CSR Steady state CSR wakewake fieldfield model model ((StupakovStupakov & al., PRST AB 5, 2002)& al., PRST AB 5, 2002)
--Model Model includingincluding the the entranceentrance and exit and exit transientstransients ((StupakovStupakov & Emma,& Emma,ProcProc. EPAC 2002. EPAC 2002))
--Model Model includingincluding the pipe the pipe shieldingshielding ((MurphyMurphy & al.,& al.,Part.Acc.Part.Acc. 57,1997 )57,1997 )

a)  Dipole CSR models

Dipole features:

Length: 1 m 

Bending radius: 1.4 m 

Pipe gap: 53 mm



b) b) WigglerWiggler CSR model:CSR model:
Steady state Steady state solutionsolution ((SaldinSaldin & al.,& al.,Nucl.Instr.Meth.Nucl.Instr.Meth. in in Phys.Res.Phys.Res. A 417,1998)A 417,1998)

In these simulations CSR is dominated by dipole contribution

CSR WAKE FIELD MODEL (2/2)CSR WAKE FIELD MODEL (2/2)

Steady state CSR 
contribution for a 2 mm 

gaussian bunch



2.3)2.3) Cavity wake field modelCavity wake field model
It was used the analytic approximation for a wake function per unit length

(Edwards, TESLA 95-01,1995)
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Simulations showed that
even with a short bunch
in the cavity, cavity wake
effect gives negligible
contribution



SimulationsSimulations have been have been performedperformed dividingdividing the the ringsrings in 5 in 5 partsparts: : 
1 SC RF cavity;1 SC RF cavity;
4 4 longitudinallongitudinal driftdrift sectionssections 25 25 metersmeters
long long accordingaccording toto R1 trend.R1 trend.

3) BEAM DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS IN THE DAFNE 
BUNCH LENGTH MODULATION EXPERIMENT

3)3) BEAM DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS IN THE DAFNE BEAM DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS IN THE DAFNE 
BUNCH LENGTH MODULATION EXPERIMENTBUNCH LENGTH MODULATION EXPERIMENT

ForFor the cases A, B and C the cases A, B and C withwith 3 and 9 MV 3 and 9 MV voltagevoltage, the , the longitudinallongitudinal distributionsdistributions
of the of the bunchbunch werewere studied studied forfor differentdifferent bunchbunch currentscurrents (0 (0 toto 25 mA ):25 mA ):
1.  1.  WithWith beambeam pipe pipe wakewake;;
2.  2.  WithWith CSR CSR wakewake;;
3.  3.  WithWith CSR and pipe CSR and pipe wakewake;;
4.  4.  WithWith CSR, pipe and SC cavity CSR, pipe and SC cavity wakewake..
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As a comparison it was studied a case without length modulation with very low
momentum compaction (0.004) with natural length 1.6 mm

V=3 MV       Qs=0V=3 MV       Qs=0.04.04
V=9 MV       Qs=0V=9 MV       Qs=0.07.07

CASE CCASE C
NonmonotonicNonmonotonic αα=0=0.004.004

V=3 MV       Qs=0V=3 MV       Qs=0.09.09
V=9 MV       Qs=0V=9 MV       Qs=0.16.16

CASE BCASE B
NonmonotonicNonmonotonic αα=0=0.02.02

V=3 MV       Qs=0V=3 MV       Qs=0.18.18
V=9 MV       Qs=0V=9 MV       Qs=0.38.38

CASE A CASE A 
MonotonicMonotonic αα=0=0.073.073



CASE C 9MV (Zero current)

a) Example of SPIDER results

Factor 5



1) 0 1) 0 currentcurrent (no (no wakewake):):
The The theoreticaltheoretical naturalnatural valuesvalues werewere perfectlyperfectly reproducedreproduced
EXAMPLE:EXAMPLE:

CASE C(R1 non CASE C(R1 non monotonicmonotonic, , veryvery lowlow momentummomentum compactioncompaction))
9 MV RF cavity9 MV RF cavity

Energy spread distributionBunch length distribution

b)  SPIDER results for the BLM experiment (1/2)



b)  SPIDER results for the BLM experiment (2/2)

DAFNE present
status=42



ConclusionsConclusions
In Strong RF focusing regime bunch length changes along the ring

A simulation code was written to study the effect of the wake fields in BLM 
regime

The code was applied to the experiment of BLM in DAFNE with 3 examples of 
lattices (CASE A, CASE B, CASE C with 3 and 9 MV)

Bunch lengthening was studied under the effect of:

• Beam pipe wake,  CSR wake, Tesla-like cavity

The The instabilityinstability thresholdthreshold is is higherhigher in the in the monotonicmonotonic case (A) case (A) butbut the the instabilityinstability
growsgrows fasterfaster thanthan in the non in the non monotonicmonotonic cases ( case B and case C):cases ( case B and case C):
LowLow momentummomentum compactioncompaction allowsallows higherhigher maximummaximum currentscurrents at a at a givengiven
minimum minimum lengthlength thanksthanks toto a a greatergreater modulationmodulation factorfactor

CSR is not dominant but its contribution can not be neglected

SC Cavity wake gives negligible effects even when the bunch is short in the 
cavity

BecauseBecause of of wakewake effectseffects energyenergy spreadspread is no is no longerlonger constantconstant alongalong the ring the ring 

ThisThis analysisanalysis involvesinvolves onlyonly longitudinallongitudinal dynamicsdynamics butbut the cases the cases withwith criticalcritical
dynamicdynamic aperturesapertures are are criticalcritical alsoalso fromfrom thisthis pointpoint of of viewview





CASE C, 9 MV: 25 CASE C, 9 MV: 25 mAmA

Bunch length distribution Energy spread distribution

Under the effect of the wakefields energy spread is no more exactly
constant along the ring


